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the elections the National Socialist leadership had been convulsed
by a minor crisis. The decision to be "parliamentary" involved
the necessity of being a mass-party, and the mass-party was being
gathered by means of a revolutionary programme,, or rather by
means of revolutionary slogans, in which the word "liberty" was
used as an ideal and the word "Capitalist" as a term of abuse
almost equivalent in its viciousness to "Marxist." The slogans
were not just slogans; they represented the views, the considered
—if one may use the word—views, of a good number of the
hierarchy and a very considerable number of the rank and file,
particularly perhaps the more recent comers; they did not repre-
sent Hitler's considered view as party treasurer. Of the revolu-
tionary wing in whose view a definite change in social organization
and the elimination of Socialism and Capitalism alike were neces-
sary, the outstanding figures were Gregor Strasser and his brother
Otto. Gregor was the abler, a born politician with perhaps even
the makings of a statesman in him; Otto was the simpler, and
the more enthusiastic. Both were sincere, but in Otto's sincerity
there was more passion and less ambition. It was due mainly to
Gregorys efforts that the party strength had doubled in nine
months and by March 1930 had had officially over 200,000 en-
rolled members. The success aroused the ever-suspicious Leader.
It was suggested to him that Strasser's was the "policy of catas-
trophe," a rather meaningless phrase which none the less alarmed
Hitler, who had bitter experience of catastrophes and thought they
were the same thing as "putsches." There had already been one
partial crisis over the relations with the "bourgeois" parties and
in January 1930 Hitler had provoked another. The result of the
election in Thuringia put the Right in the position to form a
cabinet. Should the National Socialists enter it? The spear-point
of the opposition which was swelled by many of the fiery
"putschists" whom Hitler so feared in every sense were the
Strassers. That was sufficient for the anti-Strasser wing and for
Hitler. Goebbels who, without a tithe of Strasser's brains, had
appointed himself supreme publicity agent for the movement,
indicated the enormous value from his point of view of having
a propaganda agent actually in a cabinet. Hitler decided for

